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Small scale mechanical test methods are now widely recognised as an established and quantifiable means of
obtaining useful mechanical property information from limited material quantities. Much research has been
gathered employing such approaches, but to date these methods have largely been restricted to characterising
the creep, tensile and fracture characteristics of numerous materials and alloys through the small punch (SP) test.
Clearly, a key element that is missing from this list of fundamental mechanical properties is understanding the
cyclic response of the material, a significant form of damage that accounts for a large proportion of in-service
failures in critical structural components. Therefore, in order to profit from the numerous benefits that SP testing
has to offer, including a small sample size and hence reduced cost, a small scale fatigue testing methodology is
now required to provide a holistic mechanical property evaluation. Such an innovative approach would provide
real potential benefit to the engineering mechanical characterisation community. This paper will discuss the
development and implementation of this highly bespoke SP fatigue testing methodology that can accommodate
alternative loading ratios and frequencies to mimic conventional fatigue data. A number of novel experiments
have been performed on the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V with accompanying analysis and fractography detailed.
Numerical correlations to uniaxial fatigue data is also presented through the use of Finite Element Analysis.

1. Introduction
When considering a material to be employed for any structural
component, a fundamental understanding of the material's mechanical
properties is an essential requirement. However, performing an extensive mechanical assessment of any novel material still at the development stage can be an expensive activity when accounting for the
relatively large volume of material required and restricted material
availability. Such scenarios have previously led to the employment of
small scale test procedures, in particular, the small punch (SP) test. The
SP test has found application in obtaining creep, tensile and fracture
data from limited quantities of material, thus offering a significant cost
saving whilst providing key mechanical property information from
highly localised, discrete regions. Previous examples of the technique's
applicability is the determination of the creep properties of heat affected zones (HAZ) of welded joints [1–3] and to assess the level of
neutron irradiated damage in nuclear pressure vessels [4–6]. More recently, the SP test has been recognised for its unique potential in assessing the mechanical performance of novel materials for aero engine

applications, where substantial quantities of experimental material
cannot easily be produced to allow characterisation by conventional
mechanical test approaches [7]. This has arisen from the continuous
evolution of the jet engine as materials scientists and engineers strive
for ever increasing operating temperatures and weight savings to improve engine efficiency in line with the ACARE2020 targets [8]. As
such, SP testing can offer an attractive option of determining the mechanical properties of novel alloy variants at the early stage of development for alloy down selection.
The SP test is a complex miniaturised test procedure where a miniature disc sample is subjected to an applied compressive force that is
transferred through a punch indenter onto the upper surface of the disc.
The loading may be applied under a constant force, promoting a creep
type deformation response, or alternatively under a constant displacement rate, thus promoting a more tensile behaviour. The compressive
loading occurs as the punch tip imparts a load on the disc sample,
leading to the most dominant stage of deformation where the membrane around the punch tip begins to stretch. From here, the membrane
deforms in a biaxial tensile manner and thinning occurs through the
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cross-section of the material. The initial bending and biaxial loading
observed in this test approach contrasts to the deformation behaviour
experienced in a conventional test arrangement where the specimen
simply elongates under an applied uniaxial tensile force. However,
despite the differences in deformation behaviour, it has been proven
that creep data sets can be correlated through the kSP approach [9–11],
which is detailed in the European Code of Practise (EUCoP) for small
punch testing [11]. Furthermore, effort has been made in defining
fundamental mechanical properties from SP tensile results, with values
for ultimate tensile strength (σUTS), yield and proof stress now finding
interpretation from several sources [12–15].
Despite the progress that SP testing has made in becoming an established means of assessing the creep and tensile properties of limited
material volumes under various temperature and environmental conditions, there is still a clear need to understand the cyclic deformation
behaviour of a volume of similar dimensions. Fatigue failure of structural components is one of the major issues that mechanical designers
strive to overcome as fatigue can typically develop with no appreciable
sign and fracture catastrophically with little warning. As such, an accurate estimation of life for fatigue damaged material is of significant
importance and requires the utmost attention not just by the larger
scale testing community, but also researchers and engineers exploring
smaller scale test approaches.
To date, effort in realising a small scale fatigue test methodology has
been extremely limited with the majority of research having taken place
in the Indian Institute of Technology Madras [16,17], where the cyclic
automated ball indentation (ABI) method was adopted. Here, Prakash
et al. [17] employed the technique to characterise the mechanical
performance of bulk material, but this method was found to be limited
in application and not suitable for thin walled components, such as a
small punch disc specimen. The same author then designed a cyclic
loading arrangement to accommodate the dimensions of a SP disc with
a series of experiments performed under a compressive loading ratio, or
an R > 0 [17]. In this research, the hysteresis energy accumulated was
estimated as the area beneath the loading and subsequent unloading of
the force-displacement curves during the duration of the test. Results
showed that the cumulative energy generated exhibited a three stage
response, akin to the behaviour typically seen in a traditional SP creep
test, with distinct regions of primary, secondary and tertiary deformation, with the onset of cracking and failure occurring during the transition to the final stage [17]. This approach is clearly innovative and
novel, but further effort is necessary to truly understand the damage
behaviour of the material and how this can be compared to traditional
fatigue results. Furthermore, there is little evidence of any classical
fatigue features in supporting post-test examinations of the tested discs,
indicating that further research is required.
This paper will present a series of mechanical tests on the titanium
alloy, Ti-6Al-4V, a material chosen based on the wealth of literature
published on the fatigue behaviour of this material [18,19]. Ti-6Al-4V
is widely regarded as the optimal material for jet engine fan blade
applications, due to its excellent combination of properties including a
high strength to weight ratio. Given the nature of fatigue damage that is
particularly prominent for such components, an understanding of the
cyclic behaviour is clearly important. This research will discuss the
progress made in developing an innovative small punch fatigue (SPF)
testing methodology capable of generating cyclic deformation information on Ti-6Al-4V that can be correlated to data gathered from
traditional uniaxial fatigue approaches on the same alloy. Such a correlation will contribute significant added value to the test technique in
providing validation to uniaxial approaches, giving potential users
further confidence in utilising the method to characterise alternative
material systems. Supporting fractography will provide evidence of the
evolving fatigue damage in the miniature disc specimens and indicative
features that correspond to fatigue, with effort made in correlating the
results to strain controlled uniaxial fatigue (UF) data using empirical
and numerical approaches.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the small punch fatigue (SPF) experimental
setup.

2. Experimental procedures
2.1. Experimental set-up
Small punch fatigue (SPF) tests were performed on a novel SP fatigue test jig developed by the authors for insertion into the load train
of a servo-actuated universal test frame. The jig comprises of a ± 5 kN
load cell to ensure accurate control of the applied forces with a good
level of sensitivity and a twin-punch system from which both sides of
the SP disc specimen can be indented, i.e. to replicate a fully reversed
loading cycle or R= −1. The two hemispherical ended punch indenters
both have a 2 mm diameter, with one positioned above the SP specimen
within the upper die and the other directly beneath the specimen located within the lower pull rod, in order to impart a force on the underside of the disc. The test specimen is then vertically cycled, with
each punch deforming the relevant face in turn, thus giving an R = −1
loading ratio. During this cycle, as the force was removed in either
tension or compression, a small residual force in the order of 100 N was
held on the material to ensure no air gap developed in the load train.
This test configuration is displayed in Fig. 1. In either test arrangement,
the deformation on each face was monitored every 5 * 10−3 s via two
linear variable displacement transducers (LVDTs), in addition to the
position and force measurements recorded from the test frame. Since
this test procedure is envisaged to be employed for elevated temperature experiments in future research programmes, all components of the
jig, including both punches, were made from Nimonic-90 to eliminate
any potential issues relating to mismatching thermal expansion coefficients.
In the die set, the SP disc specimen is clamped within the upper and
lower dies, both of which have receiving hole diameters of 4 mm, dimensions that comply with the directives detailed in the EUCoP [11].
As mentioned, an internal hydraulic system is employed to ensure that
throughout the test the two indenters maintain contact with the disc,
taking into account the thinning of the centre of the specimen cross
section due to loading and to ensure no air gap develops.
2.2. Material and specimens
The study was carried out on the aerospace titanium alloy Ti-6Al4V. The material was extracted from a disc forging and exhibits a bimodal microstructure consisting of predominantly equiaxed α and β
grains with randomly orientated texture on all orthoganol planes, as
displayed in Fig. 2. The material contains a primary alpha grain size of
20 µm and a volume fraction of 60% primary alpha.
The forged material was machined into cylindrical uniaxial fatigue
specimens with a 6 mm diameter and tested at room temperature in
strain control under an R= −1, 0.25 Hz trapezoidal waveform. These
22
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Fig. 2. Microstructure of forged Ti-6Al-4V.

results provided the data for the uniaxial to SPF comparison for fully
reversed loading conditions. Upon failure, the threaded ends of the
uniaxial specimens were machined down to 9.5 mm diameter cylinders.
SP specimens were then prepared by sectioning slices approximately
800 µm in thickness from the cylinders and grinding them with progressively finer grit papers until a 500 µm ± 5 µm thickness was
achieved with a highly polished finish. These preparation procedures
are in accordance to the directives stated in the EUCoP [11]. Uniaxial
fatigue data for R = 0.1 was sourced from [20].

Fig. 3. Fatigue behaviour of Ti-6Al-4V at 20 °C under a) SPF and b) UF [20]
loading.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Small punch fatigue (SPF) results
A series of SP fatigue tests were performed at ambient room temperature on forged Ti-6Al-4V to generate representative force (F) –
number of fatigue cycles to failure (Nf) curves, or F-N curves. Tests were
performed under two loading ratios: R = −1 to simulate a fully reversed loading cycle and R = 0.1 to give a near zero to maximum response whilst eliminating any cycling effects through zero force. For
each of the experiments, loading was applied using a sinusoidal waveform with a frequency of 1 Hz. All tests were performed at ambient
room temperature.
Fig. 3(a) presents all the SPF test results in the form of FMAX against
Nf. Both sets of data show excellent consistency, producing R2 values of
0.97 for R = 0.1 and 0.91 for R = −1 respectively. It is evident from
the FMAX – Nf plots that the behaviours seen across the two R ratios are
highly comparable to the response that would typically be expected
from a uniaxial stress (σ) – number of fatigue cycles to failure (Nf) curve
for the same material (Fig. 3(b)) where, as the F (or σ) value applied to
the specimen is increased, the number of cycles required to produce
failure decreases. The influence of R ratio across both SPF and UF test
types is also similar, with R = 0.1 or R = 0 results having a superior
response to the fully reversed data (R = −1) when compared as FMAX
(or MAX ). Furthermore, if the results are recalculated and compared as
a F (or σ) range response, the trend is inversed and the R = −1 data
shows a superior performance for both SPF and UF.
For each SPF test, a series of data was generated capturing the
evolving deformation in each disc specimen. Fig. 4 shows the evolution
of disc displacement for each of the SPF tests and how the upper and
lower surface displacement values behave during the duration of each.
Fig. 4(a) shows this behaviour for the R = 0.1 results and a clear
transition can be seen between the stages of crack initiation and the
onset of rapid propagation as the discs approach failure. In each test,
cyclic loading was interrupted once a displacement range of 250 µm
was achieved, from which a clearly defined crack was identifiable. At
this point, the disc was considered fractured and the test was

Fig. 4. Upper and lower disc displacement behaviour for SPF tests on Ti-6Al-4V
specimens performed at 20 °C at a) R = 0.1 and b) R = −1.

terminated. This criterion was established from a series of experimental
trials that took place prior to testing. A similar trend is observed in
Fig. 4(b) which presents the displacement evolution in the R = −1 SPF
experiments. Here, the results indicate that disc deformation is
23
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seen to drift as the centre of the miniature disc is unable to retain its
original clamped position due to the extent of permanent deformation
generated in the material.
3.2. Small punch fatigue (SPF) fractography
Following testing, fractographic investigations were undertaken on
a selection of the SP specimens. Fig. 6 presents the fracture morphology
for a test performed under an R = 0.1 and FMAX = 650 N. The disc
appears to be dominated by a star-like cracking morphology with the
cracks growing in a radial manner from the central region of the disc.
As the disc accumulates an increasing number of SPF cycles, crack
growth becomes more extensive, stretching the membrane further until
it is unable to withstand the applied force. This behaviour is evident
across each of the SPF tested specimens under the two loading ratios.
However, in the samples that were tested under an R = 0.1, additional
features were present that were relative to fatigue damage. In uniaxial
fatigue tests, crack growth in a material is usually accompanied by the
formation of striations, markings on the crack path that provides sufficient evidence that the component has indeed experienced a form of
fatigue damage. Striations are defined as features that typically represent the increment of crack growth that occurs in a single loading
cycle through the plastic blunting process. These can be seen in Fig. 7
which depicts a fracture surface from a uniaxial strain-controlled fatigue test on Ti-6Al-4V under a loading ratio of R = 0. Striations can be
seen emanating from the site of crack initiation at the edge of the
specimen, progressing in a perpendicular direction across a large portion of the fracture surface. Similar features are also observed in the SPF
test (Fig. 6), with striations developing from the central region (or the
crack origin) and progressing outwards with crack growth. Near the
central portion of the disc, the striations are spaced in close proximity
to one another, verifying the slower rate of crack growth during the
early stages of the test. The distance between the striations then increases as the crack propagates through the material, reflecting a faster
rate of crack growth and a behaviour that is synonymous with fatigue
damage under more recognised testing approaches. However, the evidence of striations in a SPF test is limited to R = 0.1, as the compressive
nature of the fully reversed tests (R = −1) eliminates such features as
the disc cycles through zero force in each fatigue cycle. As such, any
striations that may have been present in the radial cracks were worn
away by the crack opening-closing procedure.

Fig. 5. Hysteresis force-displacement loops for a SPF test on a Ti-6Al-4V specimen performed at 20 °C at a) R = 0.1 (FMAX = 650 N, Nf = 7300) and b)
R = −1 (FMAX = 300 N, Nf = 75375).

predominantly more prevalent on the lower surface of disc, or from the
lower punch penetrating into the lower surface of the material. This
relates directly to the nature of the loading waveform, where the applied force in the R = −1 cycle always commences in this manner,
where the first part of the cycle exerts a force onto the lower surface of
the disc. As such, the lower surface of the disc will tend to experience a
faster rate of crack growth compared to the upper surface as the crack
will usually initiate on the lower surface first.
This information, together with regular force recordings taken from
the control and monitoring software, enabled the generation of hysteresis force-displacement loops. Fig. 5(a) presents the force-displacement loops for a SPF test performed under an R = 0.1 and a maximum
force of 650 N.
The image helps to illustrate the consistency of the applied loading
waveform throughout the whole test, where the maximum and
minimum force values maintain excellent control throughout. The loops
also provide quantifiable information regarding the accumulation of
plastic deformation of the disc. In this test the maximum applied force
was high enough to already activate the stage of membrane stretching
in the first cycle [21,22] and this is reflected by the level of displacement seen. From here, the loops become more stabilised before the
volume of plastic displacement increases as the disc approaches failure
(loop 8529). This is seen more clearly in Fig. 5(b) which depicts the
loops generated under an R= −1 loading ratio. Again, the width of the
loops for the initial cycles is quite limited, but as the disc completes an
increasing number of fatigue cycles and starts to approach a stabilised
condition or beyond, the thickness of the loops become much wider.
This behaviour replicates the progression of stress-strain loops observed
in a component when subjected to more traditional fatigue testing
procedures. In a SPF test however, the loops in a R = 0.1 test can be

3.3. Striation counting
Since only vestiges of striations were observed on the specimens
which had been tested with a fully reversed loading cycle, the lack of
continuous visible striations made counting striations across an entire
fracture surface of these specimens unfeasible. For the tests performed
with a loading ratio of R = 0.1, however, the crack is not completely
closed during each cycle and striations on the fracture surface are
preserved.
Striations observed on the fracture surfaces of the tests performed
with a loading ratio of R = 0.1 were imaged in a systematic manner
along the length of the crack through the thickness of the specimen as
depicted in Fig. 8. For each image, a series of five measurements were
taken of the width of 10 striations using ImageJ image processing and
analysis software. From these measurements, the mean striation width
was calculated. The SEM stage coordinates were also recorded at the
location of each image as well as the crack initiation point, from which
the length of the crack at each image location was determined. Fig. 9(a)
shows the average distance between striations plotted against crack
length for a SP fatigue test specimen tested at R = 0.1. The distance
between striations and hence crack growth rate increases with crack
length, similar to what would be expected during traditional fatigue
damage.
The total number of striations to failure was estimated from the area
24
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Fig. 6. SEM fractographic images of a SPF test on a Ti-6Al-4V specimen tested at 20 °C, R = 0.1, FMAX = 650 N, Nf = 7300 a) overall fracture surface, b) nature of
secondary crack c) evidence of striations near the start of the crack initiation point and d) evidence of striations further along the progressing crack.

under a curve for striation density against crack length, a method which
has been successfully employed by Hershko et al. [23]. Fig. 9(b) presents these results, illustrating that a significantly higher striation
density is observed closer to the crack initiation point, decreasing towards the end of the striated crack length. The area under the curve was
found by integration between limits defined by the striated crack
growth to give an estimate of the striations to failure for that specimen.
For the data shown in Fig. 9(b), integration of the equation for the
curve between 0 and 0.41 gives a value of 761. Whilst also accounting
for scatter, comparing this value to the number of cycles to failure for

this specimen of 850 shows good agreement (approximately 10.5%
difference) and that the life to initiation is a small proportion of the
total life.
3.4. Correlations to uniaxial fatigue data
Even though SPF and UF results appear to produce a similar σ/F-N
response and fracture surface features, thus providing confidence in the
SPF test arrangement, the manner of material deformation has contrasting behaviour. During a SP test, whether the force is applied to

Fig. 7. SEM fractographic images of a UF test on a Ti-6Al-4V specimen tested at 20 °C, R = 0, εMAX = 1%, Nf = 8400 a) fatigue initiation zone and b) evidence of
striations on the fatigue surface.
25
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Fig. 8. Location of images used to count striations across thickness of SP fatigue fracture surface.

Fig. 10. Correlation between SPF and UF results.

3.4.1. Empirical approaches
Several sources [10,12,27,28] have used empirical methods to relate creep and tensile data sets from the differing test methods. Fig. 10
correlates the SPF and UF results revealing the ratio of FMAX / MAX to be
0.65 for both loading regimes, which in each case achieves optimal R2
values, a measure of data consistency, for the combined data sets such
that R2 = 0.91 for R = −1 and 0.89 for R = 0.1.
This rudimentary correlation suggests that the apparent MAX in a
SPF test is 1.54 FMAX and while it is promising that the same solution is
determined for the different R values, utilising fundamental stress
analysis equations that apply to the test arrangement may reveal
whether this correlative ratio could be considered practical. It is important to note that the MAX values determined for R = −1 are reasonable in their magnitude with the SPF and UF data that has been
correlated for a similar range of cycles to failure. However, the available UF data correlating R = 0.1 does not include any results for
Nf < 10000 and the apparent MAX in the lower life SPF experiments
(Nf < 3000) exceed the ultimate tensile strength (σUTS) of the Ti-6Al-4V
material at room temperature (1046 MPa).
Through the first cycle up to FMAX in the SPF test arrangement, the
specimen can be considered to be a circular disc, uniformly loaded with
the edges clamped. Taking the assumption that the deflection is small
compared to the thickness, the maximum deflection, yMAX and maximum stress MAX can be estimated through the following equations
[29]:

Fig. 9. a) Average striation distance against crack length, b) Striation density
against crack length.

replicate a tensile, creep or fatigue mode of damage, the miniature disc
is initially subjected to a small period of elastic deformation through an
applied compressive force, which is quickly followed by a bending
motion and tensile elongation around the periphery of the punch head.
This behaviour has previously been well documented [24,25] and many
sources assume Chakrabarty's theory of membrane stretching [26] to
understand such phenomena. As the SP disc endures these various
states of evolving damage, the disc is continuously deforming under a
transient biaxial stress condition. This differs from the modes of deformation experienced in a more traditional, uniaxial testing arrangement where the specimen will typically elongate under a uniaxial tensile force, whether the force is applied in a cyclic, dynamic nature to
promote fatigue or statically to stimulate tensile deformation. Therefore, the biaxial behaviour observed in a SP test must be considered
when attempting to correlate SPF data to uniaxial results, particularly if
the investigated material tends to have strong anisotropic properties or
a heavily textured microstructure. As such, many stress engineers
sometimes struggle to accurately mimic the conditions seen in a SP test
and correlate such data to uniaxial test results.

yMAX =

MAX

26

=

P r2
16 D
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r
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Fig. 11. Estimation of σMAX vs. SPF load during initial loading (analytical and
simulated) and σMAX vs. specimen deflection for FMAX = 500 N.

Fig. 12. Axisymmetric model of the SPF experimental setup and the mesh
employed using FEA DEFORM software.

where P is the applied SPF force, r is the radius of the clamped area
E t3

(2 mm), D is the flexural rigidity (D = 12(1 v 2) ), t is the thickness
(0.5 mm), E is the Young's modulus (110 GPa), v is Poisson's ratio
(0.31), e is the loaded area radius e = R/ yMAX , and when e < 0.5t ,

e = ( 1.6e 2 + t 2 ) . Fig. 11 plots the estimated MAX at the disc surface
against the SPF FMAX based on Eqs. (1) and (2), with the relationship
between MAX and FMAX over three times that determined by the correlation of the data sets above. Such large stresses would be expected
due to the very small loading area associated with the initial stages of
the SPF test. However, again these stresses exceed the σUTS of the material, so plastic deformation at the centre would be expected to occur
almost instantaneously. Nonetheless, increases in specimen deflection
and thus contact area reduce the stresses to magnitudes that appear
more consistent with equivalent life UF tests, as presented in Fig. 11 for
FMAX = 500 N. Therefore, this clearly indicates that the stress
throughout the entire specimen must be considered and analysed in a
relatively stabilised condition in order to appropriately attempt to
correlate SPF to UF results, specifically via Finite Element Analysis
(FEA).

Fig. 13. Stress distribution, location and magnitude of the maximum principal
stress when the specimen is considered an elastic for a 300 N and 1000 N load.

3.4.2. Numerical approaches
Whilst much literature has also been published on capturing the
evolving stress state in a SP test using numerical approaches [30–32],
there is currently no research available that is capable of modelling the
stress evolution in a SP disc when subjected to a cyclic loading condition. FE analysis through DEFORM was used to simulate the cyclic response of Ti-6Al-4V under a SPF loading arrangement. The numerical
model was developed using DEFORM standard code. To capture the
specimen geometry of a miniature disc and the experimental set up as
detailed earlier, an axisymmetric model was employed where the disc
sample was clamped in a rigid die body along its entire contour. The
outlay of the mesh adopted, and the components used are displayed in
Fig. 12, where the specimen thickness was 500 µm, specimen diameter
was 9.5 mm, punch diameters were 2 mm and the upper and lower
receiving holes were 4 mm. Like the upper and lower die, the punch
indenter was also modelled as a rigid body, insensitive to deformation
in all degrees of freedom with horizontal or rotational movement also
restricted. A model of 1000 CAX4 elements were used for the disc
specimen, with a further refined mesh employed towards the contact
area of the punch and specimen. The friction coefficient was set to a
value of µ = 0.25, in line with the values used in existing literature
[33,34] since this was found to produce more realistic results for deformation of a disc. Flow stress data for the specific Ti-6Al-4V variant
tested was utilised to ensure an accurate representation of behaviour
along with the implementation of a kinematic hardening approach.
Before performing the cyclic simulations, to determine whether the

maximum stresses calculated from the above equations agreed, the
specimen was modelled as an elastic body with load applied through
the upper indenter for an R = 0.1 arrangement. Fig. 13 reveals the
stress distribution, location and magnitude of the maximum stress for a
load of 300 N and 1000 N and as expected, the maximum stress is located at the centre on the underside of the disc. The comparison of the
DEFORM elastic model to the analytical equations is presented in
Fig. 11 with the stresses in relatively good agreement, drifting further
apart as the deflection increases as would be expected since the analytical equations were under the assumption of a small deflection
compared to the disc thickness. As previously mentioned these stresses
largely exceed the σUTS so careful consideration of the cyclic simulations along with the test piece deformation are paramount. Due to the
complexity of the test setup and stress state, only the R= 0.1 cyclic
simulations are presented. Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the mean
strain and maximum principal stress across the Ti-6Al-4V specimen
after 100 cycles (300 N and 1000 N), after which a relatively stabilised
condition has been realised. The max principal stress at the location of
the maximum mean strain is considered as it is from this point that
failure would be expected to initiate.
Fig. 13 shows that the σUTS is exceeded during the first cycle of the
test, which is supported through previous research into small punch
tensile testing of the same material [32], where fractography revealed
plastic deformation and the onset of cracking on tests interrupted at
displacements of 0.1 and 0.35 mm. This is further corroborated when
27
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Fig. 14. Distribution of the mean strain and maximum principal stress across the specimen after 100 cycles for a) b) 300 N and c) d) 1000 N.

fractographic investigations revealed features typical of traditional fatigue approaches. This included striations, which were observed in the
R = 0.1 testing regime and a study found how striation counting produced a good interpretation of the crack growth rate and the proportion
of fatigue life spent in initiation in such a geometry. FEA simulations,
produced using DEFORM software, were carried out to determine the
stresses in the initial stages of the test and then to capture the stress
evolution seen in a SPF test. It is clear from the FEA simulations and
previous research that plastic deformation and the onset of cracking is
present during these initial stages and consequently the apparent stabilised stresses are close to or exceed the materials σUTS. This is an ongoing challenge since the evidence of striations reveal a fatigue like
response is occurring. Overall, the proposed test methodology shows
real promise for cyclic material property evaluation of geometries of
limited dimension and is of real potential benefit to the mechanical
characterisation community.

Fig. 15. Comparison of σMAX vs. Nf for UF, converted SPF based on an empirical
approach ( MAX = 1.54 FMAX ) and predicted FEA SPF results based on a
Goodman lifing approach.
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